PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT:

CSF Radiators & Condensers

World’s #1 Manufacturer of Import Car Radiators

1000 models to fit 2000 applications:
CSF offers a wide variety of OE style Radiators.
Olympus is so confident in the quality of CSF radiators that we have extended the manufacturer’s warranty of two years to a LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY.

DROP IN FIT COMBO RADIATORS

CSF makes it easy for the installer. Since we manufacture our own radiators, we have the ability to engineer minor modifications that enable the radiator to fit multiple applications. This reduces the complexity and eliminates the guess work.

3 PIECE HEADER SYSTEM

When a radiator has plastic tanks and a Copper-Brass core, the brass header needs to be reinforced with a Zinc coated steel crimp strip. OE specifications require this, all OE radiators have it and all of CSF’s radiators have it.

CONDENSERS

CSF carries Advanced Technology Parallel Flow, Sub Cool Design and Serpentine Condensers (material designed to match OE specifications) that provide the Fit, Quality and Performance of the Original Equipment. CSF condensers cover both R12 and R134A refrigerants.

Your 1st call for the finest in foreign car parts

visit us online / www.forparts.com

Alexandria
703-370-0850

Fairfax
703-560-8500

Woodbridge
703-494-0111

Chantilly
703-378-6666

Mail Order
800-370-0041